
PACK Chiappa PAK 9 pistol in 9x19 mm caliber + Fixed stock + Glock
charger adapter
https://www.europarm.fr/en/produit-16425-PACK-Chiappa-PAK-9-pistol-in-9x19-mm-
caliber-Fixed-stock-Glock-charger-adapter

SKU Designation
French

Law
Caliber Shots

Barrel
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Colors MSRP

PCKZE963B
*B* PACK CHIAPPA FIRE

ARMS PAK 9 CROSSE FIXE
B 9 x 19  10  16  64.2  3010  Black  

1070.00 € incl.
tax

A pack with fixed stock that takes the Chiappa PAK 9 to the next level
Pack for sport shooting including:

1 - PAK-9 semi-auto pistol in 9 mm Parabellum caliber

No scratch: 1:16 ''
2 magazines 10 shots.
Functioning identical to the legendary AK47 rifle.
Weapon sold with a 1 point strap and a code trigger lock.

2 -HERA ARMS HRS Light fixed stock to A2 standard

Made of polymer with reinforced fiber
Compatible with milspec tube
Quick Detach QD strap attachment

3 - Adapter for Glock charger

4 - Adapter for fixed stock

5 - UTG stock tube to milspec A2 standard

Machined from 7075-T6 aircraft aluminum
Designed and made in the USA

 

Caliber: 9 mm Parabellum

Canon: Striped at 16 CMS

Magazine capacity: 10

Platinum: Simple action

Operating principle: Cylinder head

Total length: 36.2 cm

Weight: 2.76 kg

Sight Unit: Fixed Hanger & Adjustable Handlebar
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Materials: Steel & Polymer

Finish: Black

Barrel threading: 1/2 "x 28

The PAK-9 is made from high quality steel with an exceptional fit and finish and also features an
interchangeable Glock magazine adapter (sold separately) that allows the use of Glock chargers.

The PAK-9 is equipped with 4 Picatinny rails: a rail on the top for optical fixation, 2 lateral Picatinny rails on
the front of the weapon for lamps or laser and a rail in front of the bridge arch for fixing front handle.

The PAK-9 with its gun-type look benefits from the incredibly resistant mechanics imagined by Michail
Kalaschnikov for his famous AK47 assault rifle and then for the AK74. The Chiappa PAK-9 uses the
9x19mm semi-automatic pistol ammunition instead of the original AK47 7.62x39, which makes it a
particularly compact and easy-to-handle pistol.

Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.


